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GSUC ARCHIVES III

PERIODICALS

Note: The materials here were received from the Office of Public Affairs, the GSUC Library, and, in 2012, the Doctoral Students Council. Periodicals are listed alphabetically by title (omitting “The”), with brief descriptions, identification of the publisher(s), and the dates of the earliest and latest issues included. Under many titles some issues may be missing. In most cases there is only one copy of each issue, but occasionally a second copy (if it was available) has been retained.

With very few exceptions, only periodicals with substantial sequential runs are included here; i.e., those of which there was only one issue or a few scattered issues are usually not here but will be found under the name of the issuing office or organization in the “Subjects” or the “Centers and Institutes” record groups.

There is no index or other guide to the contents of this collection, but duplicate copies of issues covering major events (e.g., inauguration of a GSUC president) will be found in the other, appropriate record groups.

[revised and updated as of March 27, 2013]

Advocate: the graduate students newspaper, published six or more times a year, Sept. 1989-May 2001, April 2002-Nov. 2009. Stored in 2 flat oversize boxes on the top shelf. Several issues are missing. For predecessor see BM04 [below]

Alumni News. See Doctoral Alumni Association Newsletter [below]

BM04: predecessor to The Advocate, published monthly Oct. 1987-May 1989. A few issues are missing. It was named for the location of the editorial office (basement mezzanine 04). The file includes a copy of the mimeographed “Ur-Newspaper” Oct. 5-7 1970, the first GSUC student publication

Brooklyn College Graduate Student Newsletter 1988

Only one issue, March/April 1988, has been transferred to the Archives. The following legend is below the title: “Published regularly—Every now and then”

Centerline: bulletin from Pres. Horowitz with information for faculty, students and staff Oct. 1996-Feb. 2005. No. 44 (spring or summer 2004) is missing


Clarion: newspaper of the CUNY Professional Staff Congress (PSC) monthly (?) during the academic year. The GSUC Library received issues regularly but did not maintain a consistent collection and stopped collecting issues in spring 1997. It transferred to the Archives all that had been preserved: issues of Feb. 28 and May 2 and 31, 1974, and Nov. 1989-March 1997. They are stored in an oversize flat box on the top shelf


CUNY Graduate School Magazine. See Thesis [below]

CUNY Matters: newsletter published by the CUNY Office of University Relations about 4 times in an academic year; 3 folders, winter 1994-summer 2004, including a cumulative index at the start of the 1st folder

Doctoral Students Council. For *The Advocate* and *BM04*, see separate listings [above].

This file contains some issues of 6 other publications with varying titles, as follows:

- **CUNY Alternative**: March 1977, fall 1977 (?)  
- **F.O.I.**: Oct. 1974  
- **Off-Center**: Nov. 1970-April 1971  
- **PAIDEIA**: fall 1986-summer 1987  
- **Refuse**: Nov. 1983-Nov. 1986

**Findings**: newsletter issued by the Office of Public Affairs about results of GSUC faculty research that benefit New Yorkers, April 1996-Oct. 1998

**Folio**: magazine-type publication issued at irregular intervals by the Office of Public Affairs to draw attention to scholarship and research by GSUC faculty and students, spring 1996-winter 2013. Issues of fall 2009 and winter and fall 2010 are titled “with *365 Fifth*” and include the kind of material published in *365 Fifth* separately.

For the predecessor publication, see *Thesis* [above]

**For Your Information**: monthly newsletter for faculty and students issued by the Office of Public Affairs Dec. 1967-May 1976. Succeeded by *NEWSREPORT*

**Graduate Newsletter**: published for the GSUC faculty by the administration 3-4 times a year Dec. 1964-March 1976. Succeeded by *NEWSREPORT*

**Graduate Review** (City College Graduate Student Newsletter) Sept. 1987, April 1989

**GSUC**: newsletter about “news and events of interest to the Graduate School and University Center community” issued semimonthly during the academic year by the Office of Public Affairs, replacing *NEWSREPORT*. 2 folders, Feb. 1-14, 1996-May 1999 and March 1-15, 1993-Dec. 16-31, 1995. Succeeded by *365 Fifth*

**GSUC Student Affairs**: published by the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, Sept. 1993-Jan. 2001, Fall 2005

**Hunter Envoy**: “The Official Student Newspaper of Hunter College.” Only 2 issues, Oct. 11 and Oct. 24, 1983, were transferred to the Archives


**Resource**: newsletter of the Instructional Resource Center, CUNY Office of Academic Affairs, April 1979, April 1980

**RFCUNY Topics**: newsletter of the CUNY Research Foundation. Issued three times a year, spring 1989-fall 1990

**RFCUNY Update**: May, Aug., Nov. 1995


**365 Fifth**: mostly semimonthly newsletter of “news and events of interest to the Graduate Center community” Oct. 16-31, 1999-May 2012. Preceded by *GSUC* [above]. 3 issues of *Folio* [above] are titled “with *365 Fifth*” and contain the kind of material published there

**Ticker** (Baruch College Student Newspaper): Sept. 15, 1983-May 8, 1984

University Faculty Senate: *Newsletter* Dec. 1983
University Student Senate. This file contains publications under various titles, as follows:

*CUNY World*: Sept. and Nov. 1980
*New York Student*: Feb., April, Oct. and Nov., 1987
*Newsletter*: Jan. and March 1984